Going Native - Relying on Pidgins and Creoles to Construct High Confidence Software
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Abstract:
Engineers developing high confidence systems must obtain a sound understanding of the domain phenomena, assumptions, and relevant invariants that underpin the space of acceptable solutions. As domain outsiders, these engineers must "go native" by engaging with domain experts to identify and discover the essential domain elements needed to properly exercise control over the environment in a predictable and reliable manner. Engineers and domain experts together rely on a variety of notations, methods, and tools to test their assumptions and to converge on a set of behaviors and properties that the system should embody, such as safety, security and privacy. This process is frequently riddled with ambiguity, inconsistency and conflict, which requires multiple design iterations, compromise and eventually commitment. In this keynote talk, we highlight the technical challenges to translating the informal, unstructured world into formal and semi-formal specifications needed to build and evaluate reliable, high confidence systems. These challenges include finding a domain-relevant semantics that is sufficiently expressive, supporting effective reasoning at the domain level, enabling a traceable connection between domain abstractions and implementation abstractions, developing mathematical metatheory to give confidence in this reasoning, and, in addition, assuring engineering realism and effective usability by engineers and evaluators.
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